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I. INTRODUCTION

The methodologies of the uncertainty analysis and data adjustment have

been well-developed and widely used abroad since the early 70's. ' With

limited amount of covariance data on the differential cross section and the

integral experiments available at the time, their accomplishments are, indeed,

astounding. One of the most comprehensive discussions on these subjects is

believed to be given by Dragt et al. ^ Two fundamental adjustment equations

that relate the posterior information (i.e., the adjusted cross section set

and its covariance) to the prior information (i.e., the original cross section

set along with the existing integral experiment data base and their covarianc-

es) are derived. Dragt ^ has shown that these equations can be derived

either on the basis of the Bayes theorem or from the generalized linear least

square approach usually referred to as the Gauss-Markov theorem. A rather

elaborate code system has been developed at RCN (Reactor Centrum Nederland) to

perform the adjustment calculations, centered around the STEK experiments.

More fundamental aspects of the pertinent theory were further examined by

Peele when the concerted efforts on the sensitivity analysis were carried out
ft 1 1

at ORNL in the middle and late 70's. Many aspects of the Bayesian method-

ologies and the generalized least square approach have since been further
12-10.

explored by many others. 7 The fundamental adjustment equations, however,

remain qualitatively unchanged.

For the past few years, extensive efforts on these subjects have also

begun at ANL in order to utilize the massive amount of integral experiments
accumulated over years to provide the basis for improving the reactor para-

20 22meters encountered in various design calculations. Pertinent covariance

matrices and sensitivity matrices of the existing integral experiments have

been evaluated and systematically compiled in the data files20"22 along with

the cross section covariance data derived from the ENDF-B/V for the 21 group

structure currently under consideration. A production code GMADJ ^ that

provides the adjusted quantities for a large number of cross section types has

been developed by Poenitz ' for routine applications.

The primary purpose of the present paper is to improve understanding of

the application oriented issues important to the data adjustment theory and



the subsequent usage of the adjusted quantities in the design calculations in

support of these activities.

In Section II, a brief review of the existing data adjustment theory is

given along with the pertinent issues. One issue of particular interest is

the treatment of the spatial and energy self-shielding effects. It is well

known that such effects play an important role in the analysis of the integral

experiments in the critical assemblies. The fact that these effects may have

different characteristics in the power reactor systems presents potential

difficulties in the applications of the adjusted quantities. It will be shown

how these effects can be treated consistently by minor modification of the

existing group constant processing code.

Section III discusses issues related to the interpretation and applica-

tions of the data adjustment theory. To address these issues, the characteri-

zation of the existing integral experiments and their potential connections to

the design parameters of practical interest is essential. All these quanti-

ties are, in principle, characterized by their 'sensitivity profiles'.

However, 'sensitivity profiles' are difficult to quantify especially when a

large number of experiments and calculations involving many reaction types are

considered. A simple yet effective alternative is to utilize the linear

vector space concept. It is possible to define a reference sample space

spanned by the sensitivity vectors characteristics of the existing integral

experiments. A set of orthonormal basis which provides the connection between

the vector space and the usual algebra can be obtained via the Gram-Schmidt

process. The basis not only specifies the reference coordinate system but

also provides the means of mapping the designer's sensitivity vectors into the

reference vector space. Three criteria are proposed to estimate the potential

impact of the adjusted quantities on the design parameters without having to

go through the adjustment procedure. The proposed model can also help one to

determine what types of future integral experiments are needed should the

situation require. A multi-purpose code ADJUST has been developed to provide

numerical means to quantitize these criteria. Practical examples are given to

illustrate how the proposed model can be carried out effectively. 18 FFTF

responses were chosen as the user's quantities while 79 integral experiments

carried out in three uranium-fueled and four plutonium-fueled critical

assemblies were used as the reference systems for these purposes.



II. Brief Review of the Data Adjustment Theory and Pertinent Issues

For our purpose here, a brief review on the fundamental aspects of the

problem is believed to be helpful before the pertinent issues are addressed.

In the following discussions the notations of Dragt, et al. ^ Mm be

retained for convenience. It is important to realize, however, that the

quantities defined by Dragt -> must be modified slightly to be consistent with

the data files currently available. Such modifications will be described

after the adjustment equations are defined.

Consider a vector T with a set of n̂ . multigroup cross sections where n̂ .

is the product of the number of groups, nuclides and reaction types of inter-

est. The corresponding covariance matrix for the multigroup cross section of

order n. x n. is denoted by M to distinguish from the ccvariance matrix K for

the infinitely dilute cross sections. The distinction is necessary when the

question of the self-shielding effects are addressed in the discussions later.

Let there be n integral quantities denoted by vector R with covariance matrix

V of order (n x n ). In the context of the methodologies currently in use,
r̂  r

V is the sum of VE, covariance matrix of the integral experiments, and V ,

covariance attributed to model uncertainties in computing those integral

experiments. The calculated values of the experiments are denoted by B which

is an implicit function of T. The sensitivity matrix of order (n x n. )

obtained from the perturbation calculations is represented by G. The linear-

ity assumption leads to

6R = G 6T (1)

The derivation of the "best" estimate of cross sections T' and its covar-

iance M1 can be accomplished via either one of the two theoretical founda-

tions.

1. Bayesian rule

The Bayes theorem o n is also referred to as the principle of inverse

probability that provides the rule in the process of learning from exper-

ience. It maybe stated formally as: c o~ c n The posterior probabilities of the

hypotheses are proportional to the product of the prior probabilities and the
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likelihood. To translate the theorem into practical term of interest here,

one can formulate it as

J
|t.) • constant (2)

where the set of events (or cross sections) {t.} = T, P(t.) is the probabil-

ity of event tif P(x|y) is the conditional probability and {rk} = R are the

existing integral experiment data. If the multivariate normal distributions

are assumed for P(t.), P(r. |t.) and P{t.|r ), along with the linearity assump-

tion of Eq-1, one has

P(tikk) = const. exp{- ̂ (T-f1)1 M'"1(T-T']}

= const. exp{- |(T-T-i-)T (M~1+GTV~1G)(T-T-e]} (3)

where the shift £ is defined as

f GT V 1 fR-R) m

* ~ -1 T -1 l '
M + G V G

Thus, to bring in additional information via the use of integral experi-

ments amounts to the introduction of a shift factor and the reduction of the

width of the original distribution function P ^ ) so that the expectation

values of t^ become closer to the true value in the statistical sense. Eq-3

leads immediately to the adjustment equations

T« _ f = GT V'1fR-R)
-1 T -1

M ' + G V ' G

and

M1 = (M"1 + GT V"1 G ) " 1 (6)

The posterior means f' and its covariance M* can be found by solving

these equations. Conceptually, the statistical origin of these quantities

should be realized.



2. Generalized Least Square Approach

The emphasis of the least square approach is to find the "best" unbiased

estimate of minimum variances to certain observed quantities with known

errors. Consider a observation vector consisting of n experiments with

known random errors and assume that these observations are related linearly to

a set of m physical parameters denoted by vector X with n > m. The matrix

that relates the observations to the parameters in the over-determined system

of linear equations is usually referred to as the design matrix. The objec-

tive is to find a best estimate X1 corresponding to the best fit to the obser-

vations in the least square sense.

A direct analogy between the problem of interest and the above method is

quite apparent. For the cross section adjustment purpose, however, the number

of the available data base from the integral measurements nr is usually much

less than the number of cross sections to be adjusted. One way to avoid this

problem is to picture the original set of group cross sections T={a.} as if

they were observed quantities. Thus, the number of parameters to be adjusted

is m = n̂ . and the total observations are n = n̂ . + nr. The design matrix is

the union of an identity matrix I and sensitivity matrix G. The least square

equation becomes

q 2 = (T1 - T)TM'1(T' - T) + (§• - R ) T V"1 (R* - R) (7)

where all the quantities were defined in the foregoing discussions. Upon

minimization of q with respect to T', one obtains the pair of adjustment

equations same as Eq-5 and 6 except that f and f • are replaced by T and T1

respectively.

Here, the physical meaning of the adjusted data is quite different from

that based on Bayes theorem. T1 is considered as a set of the auxiliary

variables that can be used to provide the "best" calculated estimates of the

experiments while the former is the mean value based on the normal distribu-

tion. Another distinction of theoretical interest is that the generalized

least-square approach does not require the normality assumption of the distri-

bution functions.



Both Eq. 5 and 6 involve the inversion of M which can present a prac-

tical problem if nfc is large. Dragt, et al.,^"^ have shown, through simple

matrix algebra, that they can be reduced to the much simpler forms.

T'-T = H (R-Rj (8)

M1 = P M (9)

where

H = MGT (GMGT + V ) ~ 1 * (10)

P = I-HG (11)

Here, the problem is reduced to that of the inversion of a (n x n )

matrix where nr is usually smaller than nfc.

As mentioned earlier, various quantities defined by Dragtc~° must be

modified somewhat to be consistent with the data files and methodologies

currently in use. It is now customary to define the sensitivity coefficients

as the fractional change in the calculated response in a given energy group

corresponding to a fractional change in the cross section of the same group

instead of the unnormalized version implied in Eq-1. The adjustment of cross

sections and the uncertainties are also defined as the fractional values.

Under these assumptions, the adjusted value T'-T and the discrepancy R-R

defined in Eq-8 should be replaced by (T'-T)/T and (" - i) respectively in
R —

the actual calculations. It is worth noting that the ratio R/R implicitly

requires the inclusion of all known corrections to the deficiencies of the

calculational models based on the most rigorous methods available for the

integral experiment analysis in accordance with their estimated 'covariance*

Vc included in V. An alternative to treat the method deficiencies is the so-

called 'bias' factor approach' where by the least squared equation must be

modified slightly to accommodate the simultaneous adjustment of the 'bias'

factors. In the present work, the 'bias' factor approach is not considered.

2. Pertinent Issues

From the practical point of view, there are three key issues in the

applications of these equations. First concern is related to the availability



of detailed cross section covariance data required by the multigroup structure

desirable for analysis of integral experiments. Second concern is the system

dependent nature of the group cross sections characterized by the self-

shielding effects in energy as well as in space. Third concern is the

apparent lack of a general consensus on the treatment of the errors due to the

calculational models in the adjustment process and in the subsequent

applications of the adjusted data.

The energy group structure currently considered for the integral experi-

ment analysis is 21 groups. The exis'ting ENDF-B/V covariance data for various

key cross sections are usually much coarser in structure. Consequently, the

off-diagonal elements of the correlation matrix after processed through the

NJOY code can become unusually large as a result of going from the coarse

structure to the finer structure. Although the process preserves the original

data; the positive definite nature of the correlation matrix required on the

physical grounds can no longer be maintained for most of the key actinides.

Various remedies have been attempted in order to preserve the positive

definite nature of the correlation matrix. One obvious method is to make the

matrix more diagonally dominant by adding an additional term \\~. | I to the

correlation matrix where |x~. I is slightly greater than the absolute

magnitude of the smallest negative eigenvalue of the correlation matrix.

Other options to scale down the off-diagonal elements were also discussed by

Poenitz. Such procedures, however, do not guarantee the preservation of the

original errors inferred by the ENDF-B data unless the diagonal elements of

the covariance are also modified accordingly. Recent applications of the

adjusted data to the depletion-dependent perturbation calculations by Downar

and Khalil ° seem to indicate that the initial uncertainties of various

responses prior to the adjustment obtained by using the 21 group data so pro-

duced are substantially lower than those obtained by Kamei and Yoshida'•* based

on 4 groups with comparable diagonal elements. Aside from the possible

differences in the basic off-diagonal elements assumed, the discrepancies can

be attributed to the scaling process where the original ENDF/B data were not

preserved. In lieu of detailed covariance information, the scaling process

will be further examined. Another data related issue of practical interest is

the lack of sufficient covariance data to represent the resolved resonances.

The resolved energy region plays an important role in the self-shielding

effects.



The cross section vector T and its covariance matrix M defined by

'3 were meant for the self-shielded cross sections. Except for a

handful of examples in earlier work,3' •* no distinction is made on the

shielded and the unshielded quantities in the current application of the

adjustment theory. The use of the adjusted set deduced on the basis of the

integral experiments of the zero power critical facilities for actual power

reactors with somewhat different composition and geometric configurations can

be controversial. The impacts of the self-shielding effect must be addressed

in a broader context including the spatial self-shielding (or heterogeneity)

effect that is known to play an important role in the analysis of the critical

experiments. Our cross section sets generated by the MC2-2/SDX code28 include

corrections to both the high energy (flux peaking) and the low energy (flux

depression) heterogeneity effects which are substantial in the plate geome-

tries. For example, the spatial self-shielding factor for Pu23^ fuei plates

in the ZPR-6/assembly 7 range from 1.35 to 1.15 between 14 meV and 1 meV

region (or the first six groups of our standard 28 group set) where the peak

of the fission spectrum occurs according to the calculations carried out by

McKnight. ° In contrast, the spatial self-shielding factor for the fuel rods

in the closely packed lattice of a power reactor is not expected to be

significantly different from unity in the same energy range. Similarly, the

"disadvantage" factors in the low energy groups below 4 keV are substantially

lower in the ZPPR systems than those expected in the fast power reactor

systems. For the same reasons, the energy self shielding effects are also

expected to be quite different. The latter is pertinent to reactor parameters

that rely on the relatively low energy spectrum. The "Doppler Coefficient",

for instance, is obviously the typical example. Although the use of the

fractional change in the adjusted quantities softens the impact of the self-

shielding effects, nevertheless, their potential roles can not be totally

dismissed.

Without loss of generality, the self shielded cross section can be

defined as 3 0

COV (o *}

°ig = <oig> fig = <oig> f1 + <o. ><» *) < 2>

where



COV (a., * ) g = < O i *>g - <oig><+>g (3)

and the bracket < > denotes the average over energy and space.

Thus, the degree of the self-shielding effect is physically a measure of

the correlation between the basic cross section and neutron flux of a given

environment in energy as well as in space. The multivariate nature of f^

reflects the inter and intra correlations of the shielded cross sections in

energy and in space.

Define x?. be the sensitivity coefficient of the self-shielded cross

section with respect to a particular parameter q^. The computation of T?.

requires the detailed information of 4> as a function of o. . Unlike the

Bondarenko approach, such information, in principle, can be retrieved in the

MC2-2/SDX code2® when the group constants are generated. Once t?. is

obtained, little modification is needed to incorporate the self-shielding

effects in the existing adjustment methodology. Work has been initiated in

this area.

The issue concerning the 'uncertainties1 of the calculational models is

conceptually most difficult to resolve. With exception of the Monte Carlo

approach, the deterministic nature of the model error pictured in statistical

terms is not easy to grasp. Since the model errors in the calculated values

of the same nature are highly correlated, both the diagonal and off-diagonal

elements of the fictitious covariance must be assigned. The uncertainties

assigned to the model errors can reflect a great deal of one's subjective

judgment. The problem is the same whether one uses the direct approach or the

'bias' factor approach. The fact that many method deficiencies are

consequences of inadequate treatment of the group constants makes it even more

difficult to rationalize. Heterogeneity effect and self-shielding effect are

typical examples. From the theoretical point of view, it is clearly desirable

to remove the model deficiencies if possible. In recent years, the methodolo-

gies in the analysis of the integral experiments have been significantly

improved. The use of the Monte Carlo code VIM as a bench-mark tool has

certainly improved our confidence of the methods currently in use. For k

calculations at least, one can rely on many Monte Carlo results already in

existence to infer the model uncertainties without ambiguity. The availabil-

ity of the multi dimensional neutronic codes also softens the problem. This

issue is likely to remain as long as the model deficiencies exist.



III. INTERPRETATION OF THE ADJUSTMENT RESULTS AND ITS APPLICATIONS

1. Geometric Considerations of the Adjustment Procedure

The essence of adjustment procedure can be best illustrated from the

perspective of linear algebra. Of particular interest is the relationship of

the responses and their corresponding covariance matrices before and after the

adjustment. Using Eq-1 and Eq-8, one has

R*- R = [i - V(GMGT + V ) " 1 ] ^ -It) (14)

where I is the identity matrix.

Rearrangement of Eq-4 immediately leads to the relationship between the

discrepancy vector after adjustment and that before adjustment

R-R1 = L(R - R) (15)

where

L = V (GMGT + V ) " 1 (16)

Similarly, it can be shown readily from Eq-9 that the covariance matrices of

the response before and after the adjustment are related to each other

precisely the same way.

GM'GT = L(GMGT) (17)

Thus, the adjustment process amounts to finding an appropriate linear trans-

formation L that transforms the known quantities into the adjusted quantities.

Physical meaning of Eq-15 and Eq-17 is quite obvious. To achieve significant

improvement in nominal values and uncertainties due to cross sections requires

that the combination of covariances of the integral experiments and that due

to the calculational models must be small compared to GMGT. For integral

experiments such as k, which can be measured and modeled accurately, the

uncertainties due to nuclear data can be reduced up to one order of magnitude

via the adjustment procedure. On the other hand, for measurements such as



localized flux ratios in which high degree of accurately is more difficult to

achieve, less impressive gain is expected.

Fig-1 shows the range of the fractional improvement in uncertainties due

to cross sections for various responses after adjustment based on 79 integral

measurements made in 3 uranium-fueled and 4 plutonium fueled systems. The

calculations are based on extensive data files compiled at ANL using the

multi-purpose code ADJUST which will be described later. By and large, the

results indicate that the uncertainties of various responses after adjustment

can become significantly lower when* high quality integral measurements are

available.

From a practical point of view, one is more interested in how the adjust-

ed quantities (i.e., T* and M1) based on the existing integral experiments

will help various design parameters that are not included in the fitting

process. The design parameters, in principle, can cover a wide range of

responses that may or may not bear any resemblance to the existing integral

experiments. Two adjusted quantities that are passed on to the designers are

the adjusted cross section set T1 and its covariance matrix Mf.

Unlike Eq-15 and Eq-17 the physical meaning of two adjustment equations

that define T' and M' is more difficult to rationalize. From extensive cal-

culations using the existing data files at ANL, it was found that most

diagonal elements of M1 are not significantly reduced for most of the key

cross sections considered. Fig-2 and 3 shows the fractional improvement in

various key cross sections as a function of energy groups (and energy) based

on 79 experiments and ten reaction types described previously. The improve-

ments in uncertainties of principal cross sections shown in Fig-2 are

relatively insensitive to the number of experiments included. In contrast,

their fractional changes (T'-T)/T not given here are extremely sensitive to

the types of experiments included because of their explicit dependence of the

discrepancy vector (R-R). With the exception of U ' inelastic scattering

cross sections which reflect the effect of the U 3 fission rate related

measurements and have relatively minor impact on the calculated quantities of

practical interest as compared to other major reaction cross sections, the

improvement in the cross section uncertainties via adjustment procedure is, at

best, modest as compared to those in responses shown in Fig-1. To reconcile

such differences, one is led to the conclusion that the improvement in



response uncertainties defined by Eq-17 and Fig-1 must, to a great extent, be

attributed to the off-diagonal elements of M1. The alteration of the off-

diagonal elements alone is equivalent to introducing a rotation in the

original quadratic form GMG so as to enhance greater error cancellations.

The calculated quantities can become much more tolerant of approxinnately the

same uncertainties in cross sections through the rotation process.

The mechanism of rotation and its impact on the uncertainties can be best

illustrated graphically. Consider a simplest possible case of a (2x2) covar-

iance matrix and the sensitivity matrix of dimension of unity. The diagonal

matrice D represents the square root of the variance of cross sections. The

uncertainties before and after adjustment can be cast in terms of the well

known law of cosine with the correlation coefficient equivalent to the cosine

of the angle between two components as shown in Fig. 4. The adjustment of the

correlation coefficient amounts to altering of the angle between two

components via rotation.

From Fig-4, it is quite clear that e' can become significantly smaller

than e via rotation although the D* remains substantially the same as D before

the adjustment. Thus, the simple illustration is believed to be the plausible

explanation the observed results summerized in Fig. 1, 2 and 3.

2. Questions of 'Similarity' Between the User's Quantities and the
Reference Quantities

From the user's point of view, the best possible outcome is the dramatic

improvement in D so that the adjustment data can be used for unlimited range

of neutronic problems without any constraint. Since such expectation is

unrealistic at this time, two obvious questions will arise. First, under what

constraint, can the users expect very favorable results if the adjusted data

are applied to their calculations? Secondly, what types of additional inte-

gral experiments (not necessarily the same types that they are trying to

compute) should be considered to further improve the calculations ? One

obvious answer to these questions is that the "sensitivity profile" of their

desired quantities must closely resemble those used in the adjustment proced-

ures. However 'resemblance in sensitivity profile1 is imprecise and difficult

to quantify. It will be shown in the following discussion why the charac-

terization of the relevant sensitivity vectors requires a more rigorous model.



(1) Sensitivity Profiles

The existing data file compiled at ANL primarily consists of experiments

of reaction rate ratios, bilinear ratios, flux ratios, fission spectrum and

delay neutron parameters. These measurements are characterized by the sensi-

tivity vectors of key nuclides in the systems. By definition, the sensitivity

coefficients of a given response Rx of type x with respect to a given cross
3Rxsection type z of the energy group, i is proportional to . For the
3ozi

reaction rate ratio related quantities which form the back-bone of the

existing data file, the sensitivity vectors represent simple physical charac-

teristics of the system. For

»y

>(k)

the quantity exhibits one of the following behavior:
zi

(1) z e x

Const. 4».
35zi

to the first order.

(2) z e y

3R(k)
x ~ -Const. 4K

to the first order.

(3) z i x and z t y

- const, r——



For k, C28/F49, and F25/F49 measurements, the sensitivity vectors for the

key neuclides that explicitly appear in the ratio as (1) and (2) reflects the

overall spectrum o," the critical assemble under consideration. Similarly, for

F28/F49, the sensitivity vectors of U2^° fission reflect the high energy

spectrum of the system. The sensitivity vectors that belong to the category

(3) are of secondary importance. By and large, the central sample worth

measurements also reflect the overall spectrum of the system. For flux

ratios, the sensitivity vectors reflect only the derivatives of a certain

portion of the spectrum of the given system. These quantities are not only

difficult to measure but also difficult to calculate accurately. Fig-5 shows

various 'sensitivity profiles' (defined as sensitivity vectors normalize to

their norms) as function of energy groups for the ZPPR-15D used in the

adjustment. Because of the current interest in the FFTF-calculations, ZPPR-

15D, a U -™ fueled system, is singled out for illustration purposes. It is

worth noting that the behavior of major reaction rate ratios in Fig-5 are

extremely similar to those of eigenvalue K except for the signs in some

cases. It is quite evident that various sensitivity profiles shown in this

figure reflect the overall spectrum of the system. The impact of the Fe

resonance at 28.8 keV (group 12) and the Na resonance at 2.85 keV (group 17)

are visible. It should be noted that the eigenvalue related quantities are

much more sensitive to v than the reaction rate ratios because of the direct

correlation of the vlf term and the eigenvalue k in the fundamental

neutronic equation.

One brute force method for examining the 'similarity' between the user's

'sensitivity profiles' and those in the reference system is to compare their

respective plots as a function of energy group (or energy) for each key reac-

tion types. Fig-6 shows the 'sensitivity profiles' of various responses of

the FFTF system of interest that are not included in the adjustment procedure.

From Fig-6, it is clear that some are similar to the reference profiles given

in Fig-5, but others are extremely difficult to assess. For quantities that

reflects the overall spectrum of the system, it suffices to expect the

'similarity' as long as the spectrum of the user's system is, by and large,

similar to that of some reference systems. For quantities that are sensitive

to the localized regions on space and/or in energy of the user's system, the

•similarity' in the sensitivity profiles is less likely. In general, it is

extremely difficult to assess the degree of 'similarity' on the basis of the



visual observations especially when many reaction types and a wide range of

responses are considered.

A more plausible method to quantify the similarity between the user's

sensitivity vectors and the reference sensitivity vectors is to define a set

of correlation coefficients as proposed by Usaehev. If § and 5 are the

user's sensitivity vector and reference sensitivity vector respectively, a

characteristic parameter C ^ is defined as the correlation coefficient deduced

from the quadratic form of the union of § and fi and the cross section

cov=iriance matrix. In the present notation, it is represented by

'12
'21

where the correlation coefficient is defined as

T

(18)

(19)

Although the method has been used successfully in quantify the similarity

between the user's sensitivity vectors and the reference ones for some cases,

it does have its limitation especially in conjunction to one problem using the

current covariance data. It will be shown that one necessary condition for

the validity of the method is for M to be diagonal.

2. Issues Concerning Orthogonality and Correlation

Consider the example of a (2x2) covariance matrix previously described.

There are three possible scenarios that can represent the geometric relation-

ship between the user's sensitivity vector § with respect to the reference

vector d used in the adjustment.

(1) §D// &D

It is obviously the most desirable situation if §D is parallel to 6D.

The resulting uncertainty is most likely to be benefited by the rotation

process shown in Fig-4.



(2) §D 1 SD

The most undesirable scenario is for §D l 2D. It can be shown readily

that the cross terms, S.d-Spd- and g^.g-dp, must assume opposite sign.

Fig-7 illustrates graphically the situations before and after adjustment

through rotation respectively when the user's error eg is cast into the same

form as that given in Fig-4. The orthogonality requires the angle between two

components of § D to be 180° out of phase with respect to those of 2 D .

Fig-7 is self-explanatory. The improvements of the user's quantities and the

reference quantities may become mutually exclusive. In fact, the rotation may

even result in adverse effect on eg. This can be illustrated numerically by

considering the following simple example with

<$D = [2 1]; §D = [-1 2]

Table-1a shows the variances before and after the adjustment of r ^ under

various assumptions

the cases included.

various assumptions. The adjustment that helps GMGT is no help for SMGT for

(3) Generally, §D is neither parallel nor perpendicular to ($D. The vector

in question can be decomposed into a parallel and a perpendicular components

with respect to reference vector SD.

From the above discussions, it is reasonable to conclude that the most

desirable scenario from the user's point of view is when the parallel

component dominates. One useful indicator is apparently the relative length

of these two components. These simple examples provide the rational basis for

generalization to be discussed. The question concerning the correlation

coefficient C 1 2 defined in Eq-19 can now be addressed in the same context.

The example given above shows that the 'degree of orthogonality1 of §D with

respect to &D plays an important role in the assessment of the impact of the

adjusted quantities on user's calculations. The question is whether C ^

defined in Eq-19 can also serve as an reliable indicator under general

condition. In general, the value of C 1 2 reflects not only the 'degree of

orthogonality' of §D with respect to <$D but also the degree of correlation

among the cross section data. These can be shown analytically



C12 ~ J(-idi)(«idi) + J (»ldl>rijfejdj) < 2 0 )

Clearly, the first term is a measure of orthogonality while the cross

term strongly depends on correlation among the cross section data. Thus,

orthogonality does not necessarily imply that C^2 must vanish or vice versa.

As a matter of fact, C 1 2 can be very close to unity even if the first term in

Eq-20 vanishes. For cases where the correlations of cross sections are not

negligible, the use of Cip as the indicator of the correlation between user's

quantities and the reference quantifies may lead to unrealistic expectation.

This can be illustrated by using the same example described in the previous

section. Table 1b shows the values of C ^ corresponding to various r ^ values

given in Table 1a. With exception of the case r ^ = 0, large values of C ^

clearly do not reflect the improvement in the uncertainties of the user's

quantities after adjustment as shown in Table 1a.

Hence, one necessary condition for application of Eq-19 is that M must be

diagonal. Unless the first term in Eq-20 is much greater than the second term

in the same equation (or § is 'similar' to 2 to begin with), the correlation

and orthogonality are not necessarily mutually exclusive. In the existing

cross section covariance data compiled at ANL, the off-diagonal elements for

key fissionable isotopes are not negligible.

3. Application of Vector Space Concept

The preceeding rationale can be readily generalized within the context of

the usual vector space concept. Consider matrices

A = GD (21)

and

B = SD (22)

that characterize the reference systems for integral experiments and the

user's design parameters respectively prior to adjustment. The ranges of

subspaces spanned by the row vectors of A and B are denoted by R[A} and R{B}

respectively. Under the idealistic condition where an unlimited number of

integral experiments is available, one has



R{B} e R{A} as

i.e. R{A} spans the entire n-dimensioned real space. Physically, the i'efer-

ence vector space covers every conceivable calculations that the users can

come out with. The adjusted data will always provide the users with desirable

results, comparable to those for the reference systems.

In practice, however, R{A} clearly is not expected to span the entire

real space. The predetermined integral data and the initial cross section

uncertainties define the reference* sample space R{A}. To quantify the

'similarity' between the user's quantities and the reference data, one only

needs to know the relative importance of the projection of R{B} in R{A} with

respect to its component orthogonal to R{A).

One key step in connecting the geometries of vector space to the usual

algebra in practical applications is to construct the orthonormal basis of the

reference system. Given row vector space R{A} of A (nxm) of dimension r, the

vector space spanned by a set of vectors {&.} is also spanned by its

orthonormal basis {0.} obtained via the Gram-Schmidt process. t. can be

expressed as

I I ij I
where a is a lower triangular matrix. For the data adjustment analysis, it is

known that the accuracy of keff is by far the best both experimentally and

computationally as compared to other integral measurements. Hence, the row

vector of X of the best k calculation will be taken to be the first vector

in the Gram-Schmidt process. The orthonormal basis {0.} can be generated in

the following way:

S, = Sk D (24)

corresponding to one of the sensitivity vector 6. of the eigenvalue measure-

ments , and

a _ t -J 1 d - !-' 1 a
"i " V *T * V fiT * Wi

1 1 i-1 i-1



for i > 1. The required orthonormal basis i s

ft. = SL /H^ I (26)

In the practical applications, the sensitivity vectors of the same experiment

measured in various critical assemblies of similar spectral characteristics

will be grouped together when A is constructed for convenience.

The orthonormal basis {ft.} not only defines the coordinate axes of the

reference sample space of dimension V but also defines the projection matrix

that maps the user's vector space R[B} of interest into the reference vector

space R{A}.

If the orthonormal condition for {0.} is U T U = I, the projection

matrix P is

P = U U T (27)

Thus, for any give 2 e R{B}, the vector can be decomposed into a

parallel and a perpendicular component with respect to the reference vector

space R{A}.

S = §" + S 1 (28)

where

§" = P 5 (29)

With the reference sample space specified, pertinent criteria that define

the relationship between the user's quantities and the reference quantities

can be established. Three criteria of interest will be described. One obvious

criterion to quantify the degree of 'similarity' between the user's vector §

and the reference vector space is the ratio | |S ||/||§||, the relative

•length* of the perpendicular component to that of the vector itself. One

necessary but not sufficient condition for meaningful improvement in the

user's quantities is that this ratio must be small. If the ratio is large,

little improvement is expected. On the other hand, the extent of the

improvement may still depend on other factors even if the ratio is small.

The orthonormal basis {ft.} defines the coordinate system for the

reference sample space. Given the orthonormal basis for the reference system



it is also possible to characterize the reference sample space in terms of

simple patterns. Due to the limited variety of existing integral experiments

measured in many systems of similar spectral characteristics, the sample

points {ajj} defined by Eq-23 in the r-dimensional space must appear in

clusters as illustrated schematically in Fig-8(1). 6., the vector

corresponding to the 'best' k-measurement, denotes the most preferential

direction. Each cluster of points can be characterized by their arithmatic

means which, in turn, define a handful of average vectors characteristics of

various types responses i.e.

<X*> = J<a1J>aJ (30)
J

where the index i denotes a specific 'cluster' of certain measurement.

The information given in Fig-1 can be used as the guidance on the

relative importance of these average vectors. The preferential directions in

vector space are determined by the good quality measurements. Fig-8(2) shows

schematically the average values of <a
i1

> normalized to the norm of the

corresponding average vectors are plotted vs the index of the basis. With

such characterization, it is possible to probe the question of 'similarity'

beyond the first criterion described earlier.

Since 6" e R{A } , it is expressible as a linear combination of the base

vector 0.

To identify the 'resemblance' of 8" to each average vectors, the second

criterion is to find its projections on these vectors similar to the procedure

of the first criterion. The relative 'lengths' of its perpendicular component

with respect to the vector itself is again a measure of 'similarly' between

6" and the average vector characteristics of a given cluster of data points.

In particular, its direction with respect to tL, the "most preferred' direc-

tion, is a good measure of whether the component 6" can achieve the maximum

improvement via the adjustment process. Alternatively, the coefficients b^.

can be plotted vs the index of the basis similar to Fig-8(2). By directly

comparing the pattern of bkj in Fig-8(3) to various patterns of <aij>, one can



determine whether the parallel components of S is similar to the reference

patterns characteristics of the 'preferential' directions.

The orthogonal component !S can be pictured as a linear combination of

another set of orthonormal vectors not covered by the reference coordinate

system as shown in Fig-8(3). In the event that 6 is more important than

§", the improvement of user's uncertainties requires additional integral

experiments in order to enlarge the reference sample space. The proposed

model can be used as a useful tool to provide a reasonable basis for choosing

additional experiments effectively. 'From the discussions above, it is quite

apparent that the additional experiments must be chosen such that § with

respect to the vector space spanned by the union of A and A^jj, is as small as

possible, where A ^ ^ is the product of the sensitivity matrix of the

additional experiments in question and the square root of cross section

variance D. The pertinent additional experiments do not necessarily have to

be the same kind as the design parameters in question as long as they are of

good quality and the above criteria are met when A ^ ^ is included.

Another useful criterion is to examine the relative contribution of two

components of 2 to the uncertainties directly. The quandratic form of

interest can be represented by three terms:

Sr§T = 8"r3"T + g^S
17" + 2S»rSiT (32)

where r is the correlation matrix.

For cases where the first term dominates, the use of the adjusted data is

expected to improve the uncertainty significantly. On the other hand, little

improvement is expected if the second term dominates. Whatever little

improvement in the latter can only be attributed to the relatively small

improvement in cross section variances alone but not to the adjustment of the

correlation matrix of cross sections. For cases where the parallel and

perpendicular components are comparable in magnitude, the sign of the cross

term may play a role. As a general rule, the cross term with positive sign is

likely to yield the more favorable results in the application of the adjusted

data.



4. Results in Practical Applications

To illustrate the practical application of the proposed method, calcula-

tions of various responses of interest for the FFTF analysis have been carried

out using the ADJUST-code. The multipurpose code, ADJUST, not only provides

the options to compute the adjusted quantities but also the capability of

computing various quantities required by the vector space model.

One direct application the proposed model is to examine the impact of

using the adjusted quantities on various design quantities of interest in the

systems where integral measurements are not available. In the present work,

18 calculated FFTF quantities will be used for illustration purposes. For the

reference systems, three uranium-fueled systems (ZPPR-15D, ZPR66A and ZEBRA-

8H) and four plutonium-fueled systems (ZPR-6/7, ZPPR-12, ZPPR-12 V & ZPPR-15B)

with total of 79 experiments are included in the adjustment procedure in which
c 5 — 5 Q Q - 9 8 8 8 Fei

ten reaction types [af, a ^ v , of, o^ v , af, o^, <»inel» <JelJ and 21

energy groups are considered. Although the criteria of interest do not

require the information of the adjusted quantities, they are of interest in

quantilication of the degree of improvement in the design quantities for

illustration purposes. The similar types of experiments are grouped according

to the order given in Fig-1 for vector space calculations.

Table-2 gives the lengths and the ratio of the orthogonal component to

the vector itself for various responses of interest. Also given is the frac-

tional improvement in uncertainties of various responses when the adjusted

data are used. These values provide good illustration of the Criterion I

discussed earlier. With exception of few, most cases here show small

orthogonal component so that the improvement is substantial. It should be

noted, however, that the smaller ratio does not necessarily mean better

improvement as shown. It is possible that $ may not fall into the

'preferential' directions even if 6 e R {A} . Hence, other criteria must

also be examined.

Table-3 shows the relative length of the perpendicular components of each

§" with respect to fi., the 'most preferred1 direction, and the corresponding

improvement after adjustment. Here, the 'most preferential' direction is

taken to be proportional to the sensitivity vector corresponding to the k of

ZPPR-15D. As one can see, all the eigenvalue related quantities examined show

relatively small orthogonal component with respect to the direction of JL.

Consequently, the resulting improvements in their uncertainties are substan-



tial. Similar ratios with respect to each average vectors characteristics of

the reference vector space can also be obtained readily by the ADJUST-eode.

For illustration purposes, however, it suffices to show graphically the relev-

ant patterns described in Fig. 8(2) and 8(3) under realistic conditions. Fig.

9 and 10 show the variation of each average sample point characteristics of

the cluster of points representing the closely related experiments, ^ j i ^ f° r

eigenvalues, reaction rate ratios, and sample worths that reflect the overall

spectral characteristics of the critical assemblies exhibit similar patterns

except for the signs in some cases. "The distribution of <a^4> for eigenvalues

in the reference coordinate system is expected to be like a 6-function center

around ft. whereas the reaction ratios spread out somewhat. The double peaks

for k observed in Fig-9 are the consequences of inclusion of both uranium

systems and plutonium systems in the ensemble in accordance to the groupings

given in Fig-1. Strictly speaking, the characteristics of <Sj4> can be better

represented if the pertinent experiments of the u-fueled and Pu-fueled systems

are grouped separately. The patterns for flux ratios are significantly

different from the others considered in this study. As discussed earlier, the

sensitivity coefficients of the latter quantities reflect the derivatives of

the spectrum in the prescribed energy region. Fig-10 shows the large

fluctuations of the patterns corresponding to the high energy and the

intermediate energy flux ratios.

Fig-11 and Fig-12 show the coefficients bjj of the 'parallel1 components

of $ vectors for various FFTF-quantities of practical interest. Quantities

strongly dependent on the overall spectrum of the system given in Fig-11 show

striking similarity to those given in Fig-9 for the reference systems. The

results along with the ratios given in Table-2 provide the explanation for the

substantial improvement in these quantities given in the last column of

Tables. 'FFTF DEL-K1 represents the reactivity swing after a fuel cycle time

of 100 days based on the depletion dependent perturbation calculations

provided by Downar and Khalil.27 Other quantities of the FFTF system are

given in Fig-12. Of particular interest is the pattern representing the

'parallel' component of the low energy flux ratios at the beginning of fuel

cycle denoted by 'FFTF-FL3FLT-B' (below 9 keV). Since none of the measure-

ments included are good measure of the low energy spectrum, the latter shows

the least similarity to the reference patterns and, therefore, shows the least

improvement.



To quantitify the similarity of § and the reference quantities {X.}

directly, Criterion III is needed. Table-4 shows various components of the

variance of the FFTF parameters before and after the adjustment along with the

corresponding fractional improvement as obtained by the ADJUST-code. The

standard deviations of various components are also listed below their varianc-

es. As expected, the standard deviations of the orthogonal components are

insensitive to the data adjustment. Whatever change one observes is attribut-

ed primarily to the small improvement in the uncertainties in cross sections

but not to the rotation caused by the« alternation of the off-diagonal elements

of the cross section correlation matrix. It is quite evident from Table-4

that the relative importance of the parallel components prior to the adjust-

ment determine the outcome of the fractional improvement. The use of Criter-

ion III along with Criterion II provides explanation of why the improvement of

some parameters are better than others.

Because the FFTF system is not fundamentally different from the refer-

ence critical assemblies used and the parameters examined are not too differ-

ent from the measured quantities, no big surprises were observed in the

examples given. For design calculations that involve parameters dependent on

complex configurations of the reactor and local spectra that are difficult to

reproduce in the existing critical assemblies, the situations can be quite

different. The proposed model can be better utilized under those conditions.

IV Conclusions

The recently compiled information of the integral experiment evaluations

and covariances for both integral experiments for zero power reactors and

nuclear data derived from ENDF-B/V along with the advances in sensitivity and

uncertainty analysis make possible the routine applications of the data

adjustment theory to various fast reactor design calculations. One essential

considerations of the fast reactor calculations and the integral experiment

analysis is the accurate treatment of the detailed spectrum of the system. It

is especially so when the safety related parameters are considered. The

detailed treatment of the spectrum requires the use of fine group structures

and accurate calculational models which, in turn, will impact our thinking on

the application of the data adjustment theory. From a practical point of

view, improvements in the following areas are believed to be desirable. To

reflect the group structure commonly used in the fast reactor calculations,

the extension of the existing covariance information for nuclear data is



desirable. The question concerning the covariance of nuclear parameters in

the resolved energy region also requires more attention. It is believed that

the data adjustment theory can be further enhanced if one includes the

relevant system-dependent characteristics of the group cross sections in the

calculations. Work has been initiated so that the sensitivity matrices for

the spatial and energy self-shielding effects can be treated consistently in

the MC -2/SDX code when the group constants are generated. Some general

consensus on how the deficiencies of the calculational models should be

treated in the adjustment process is «lso needed.

From the perspective of the users of the adjusted data, the questions

concerning the interpretation and appropriate utilization of these data are

equally important as those concerning the data adjustment theory itself.

Calculations based on numerous integral experiments currently available have

shown that the calculated values of these experiments can be significantly

improved while the improvement in the cross section uncertainties is, at best,

modest. Such phenomena are attributed to the rotation process manifested

through the adjustment of the off-diagonal elements of the initial cross

section covariance and have been illustrated geometrically by using a simple

example. Consequently, the 'similarity1 between the user's sensitivity

vectors to those reference vectors used in the adjustment is essential to

ensure the meaningful improvement when the adjusted quantities are applied to

the design calculations. The simple model based on the linear vector space

concept provides the means for characterization of the reference sample space

and for quantification of the 'similarity' between the user's parameters and

the reference measurements. The proposed method can also be used to help

determine what types of future experiments are most beneficial to the design

parameters which may not be improved satisfactorily by the adjusted data

within the constraint of the existing experiments. A multi-purpose code

ADJUST has been developed for these purposes.
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FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 8
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FIGURE 9
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FIGURE 10
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FIGURE 11

PARALLEL COMPONENTS OF USER'S QUANTITIES
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FIGURE 12

PARALLEL COMPONENTS OF USER'S QUANTITIES
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Table 1a. Illustration of the Effect of Rotation
on Two Orthogonal Vectors

J = [2 1 ] ; § = [-1 2]

r

1

0

0
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12

.0

.5

.0

9

7

5

Adjustment

T
ARA

.0

.0

.0

T
BRB

1.0

3.0

5.0

r12

-0.1

! -0.5

-1.0

After Adjustment

T
AR'A*

4.6

3.0

1.0

BR1
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7

9
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.4

.0

.0

Table 1b. Illustration of Situation that Orthogonality and
Correlation are not Necessarily Mutually Exclusive
[t 4 § same as Table 1-a)
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TABLE 2. Estimation of Projection of Users SEN. Vectors on R(G) - Criterion 1
Lengths of Perpendicular Component/Vector Itself/Their Ratio/Fractional
Improvement in Uncertainties.

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

K-BOEC

IC-RPF-B

MC-RPF-B

OC-RPF-B

IC-C8/F5-B

HC-C8/F5-B

0C-CS/F5-B

IC-HTH-U5-E

HC-HTH-U5-E

0C-HTH-U5-E

IC-HTH-NA-E

HC-HTH-NA-E

OC-HIK-NA-E

FL1FLT-B

FL2FLT-B

FL3FLT-B

EOC-K

DEL-K

PERPEND.

0.22037D-03

0.39520D-03

0.20709D-03

0.49006D-03

0.28737D-03

0.29021D-03

0.978230-03

0.77289D-03

0.89163D-03

0.94120D-03

0.134230-01

0.96308D-02

0.393900-02

0.249960-03

0.64775O-03

0.45168O-02

0.235670-03

0.163350-02

VECTOR

0.64786D-02

0.12209D-02

0.10387D-02

0.16032D-02

0.18135D-01

0.182190-01

0.17027D-01

0.89751D-02

0.10546D-01

0.108270-01

0.79758D-01

0.472800-01

0.22366D-01

0.401210-02

0.11200D-01

0.17196D-01

0.642740-02

0.222180-01

RATIO

0.340150-01

0.323700*00

0.199380*00

0.305660*00

0.15846D-01

0.15929D-01

0.574520-01

0.861150-01

0.84546D-01

0.86930D-01

0.168290*00

0.203700*00

0.176110*00

0.623000-01

0.57837D-01

0.262670+00

0.36667D-01

0.735230-01

(STD(B1-STDlA))/STDIB)

0.701130*00

0.314250*00

0.49149D*00

0.422630*00

0.653900*00

0.646570*00

* 0.636370*00

0.592050*00

0.590310*00

0.549950*00

0.540550*00

0.452010*00

0.457180*00

0.51469D*00

0.520360*00

0.298820*00

0.70280D*00

0.56776D*00



TABLE 3. Direction of the Projections in the Reference Coordinate System Relative
to the Preferred Direction - Criterion 2 Lengths of Perpendicular Component/
Vector Itself/their Ratio/Fractional Improvement in Uncertainties.

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

FFTF-CON

K-BOEC

IC-RPF-B

HC-RPF-B

OC-RPF-B

IC-C8/F5-B

HC-C8/F5-B

0C-C8/F5-B

IC-HTH-U5-E

HC-HTH-U5-E

OC-HTH-U5-E

XC-HTH-NA-E

HC-HTH-NA-E

OC-HTH-MA-E

FL1FLT-B

FL2FLT-B

FL3FLT-B

EOC-K

DEL-K

HOST

PERPEND.

0.193900-02

0.104640-02

0.10097D-02

0.14662D-02

0.12042D-01

0.1225SD-01

0.114990-01

0.66021D-02

0.80786D-02

0.82501D-02

0.780*40-01

0.45852D-01

0.210690-01

0.400200-02

0.111740-01

0.165910-01

0.18824D-02

0.171840-01

PREFERENTIAL

VECTOR

0.64749O-02

0.11551D-02

0.101780-02

0.15265O-02

0.181330-01

0.18217D-01

0.16999D-01

0.894180-02

0.10508D-01

0.10786D-01

0.78621D-01

0.46288D-01

0.220170-01

0.400430-02

0.111810-01

0.165920-01

0.642310-02

0.221570-01

DIRECTION

RATIO

0.29946D+00

0.905840+00

0.992030*00

0.960460*00

0.664090+00

0.672890+00

0.67646O+00

0.738340+00

0.76878D+00

0.764880+00

0.99317D+00

0.990570*00

0.956960+00

0.999420*00

0.999350+00

0.999980*00

0.29306D+00

0.775550*00

FRA.IMPROVEMENT

(8T0(B)-STD(A))/STO(B)

0.701130+00

0.314250+00

0.491490+00

0.422630+00

0.653900+00

.0.646570+00

0.636370+00

0.592050+00

0.590310+00

0.549950+00

0.540550+00

0.452010+00

0.457180+00

0.514690+00

0.520360+00

0.298820+00

0.702800+00

0.567760+00



TABLE *1. Components of User Variances with Respect to R(G*) and Fractional Improvement
in Uncertainties - Criterion 3.

PARALLEL PERPENDICULAR

BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER

FFTF-CON K-BOEC

FFTF-CON IC-RPF-B

FFTF-CON HC-RPF-B

FFTF-CON OC-RPF-B

FFTF-CON IC-C8/F5-B

FFTF-CON HC-C8/F5-B

FFTF-CON 0C-C8/F5-B

FFTF-CON IC-HTH-U5-E

FFTF-CON MC-HTH-U5-E

FFTF-CON OC-WTH-U5-E

FFTF-CON IC-HTH-NA-E

FFTF-CON HC-WTH-NA-E

FFTF-CON OC-HTH-NA-E

FFTF-CON FL1FLT-B

FFTF-CON FL2FLT-B

FFTF-CON FL3FLT-B

FFTF-CON EOC-K

FFTF-CON DEL-K

0.645530-04
0.803450-02

0.195WO-05
0.13971D-02

0.192200-05
0.13863O-02

0.281810-05
0.167870-02

0.628910-03
0.25078O-01

0.630760-03
0.25115D-01

0.553310-03
0.235230-01

0.171850-03
0.13109D-01

0.22784D-03
0.15094D-01

0.23746D-03
0.15410D-01

0.871490-02
0.933540-01

0.310780-02
0.55747O-01

0.755020-03
0.274780-01

0.411110-04
0.64118D-02

0.302370-03
0.17389D-01

0.82322O-03
0.286920-01

0.645390-04
0.80336D-02

0.79303O-03
0.281610-01

0.571170-05 0.42090D-07 0.415430-07
0.238990-02 0.20516O-03 0.203820-03
0.85805O-06 0.14282O-06 0.13917D-06
0.92631D-03 0.37792O-03 0.373060-03
0.47323O-06
0.68792D-03

0.796580-06
0.89251D-03

0.761070-04
0.872400-02

0.793530-04
0.890800-02

0.729090-04
0.853870-02

0.280410-04
0.529540-02

0.37350D-04
0.61115D-02

0.472920-04
0.68769O-02

0.174580-02
0.417830-01

0.886080-03
0.297670-01

0.212930-03
0.14592D-01

0.958730-05
0.309630-02

0.690860-04
0.831180-02

0.392320-03
0.19807O-01

0.56462O-05
0.237620-02

0.138750-03
0.117790-01

0.41232O-07
0.20306D-03

0.21452O-06
0.46316D-03

0.93771O-07
0.30622O-03

0.85100D-07
0.291720-03

0.87122O-06
0.93339D-03

0.61722D-06
0.78563O-03

0.86474D-06
0.92992O-03

0.85179D-06
0.92292O-03

0.15142O-03
0.12305O-01

0.79041D-04
0.88905O-02

0.12928D-04
0.35956D-02

0.56394O-07
0.23748D-03

0.350000-06
0.59161D-03

0.25602D-04
0.50598D-02

0.48165D-07
0.21946D-03

0.42113O-05
0.20521D-02

0.387570-07
0.196870-03

0.20841D-06
0.45652O-03

0.820130-07
0.28638D-03

0.78677D-07
0.280490-03

0.86395O-06
O.92949O-03

0.593580-06
0.77044D-03

0.813760-06
0.90209D-03

0.791740-06
0.88980D-03

0.148870-03
0.12201D-01

0.783990-04
0.885430-02

0.12721D-04
0.35666D-02

0.52098O-07
0.228250-03

0.33454D-06
0.578400-03

0.227840-04
0.477330-02

0.47749D-07
0.218520-03

0.361040-05
0.190010-02

CROSS TERNS FRA. IHP.

BEFORE AFTER (STD(B)-STD(A))/STD(B)

0.20872O-06 0.35290D-07 0.701130+00

0.86063D-07 0.283030-07 0.314250*00

0.21043O-07 0.10983O-08 0.49149D+00

-0.252680-07 -0.24938D-08 0.422630+00

0.11754D-05 -0.70313D-06 0.653900+00

0.56479D-06 -0.55997O-06 0.646570+00

-0.30426D-05 -0.89969O-06 0.63637D+00

0.51383O-06 0.15285D-06 0.592050+00

0.10673O-05 0.402390-06 0.590310+00

0.327660-05 0.84823D-06 0.54995D+00

-0.228640-04 -0.27917D-04 0.54055O+00

0.75220D-05 -0.522880-05 0.452010+00

0.13685D-04 0.46621D-05 0.457180+00

0.83324D-06 0.252890-06 0.514690+00

0.422470-05 0.11937D-05 0.52036O+00

0.558540-04 0.29684D-04 0.298820+00

-0.241080-07 0.858860-08 0.702800+00

0.21935D-04 0.106950-04 0.56776D+00



QUESTION: UNDER THE CONSTRAINT OF EXISTING INTEGRAL DATA
BASE, WHAT CAN USER EXPECT IF THE ADJUSTED DATA
ARE APPLIED TO THEIR CALCULATIONS?

OBVIOUS ANSWER: SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT IN THEIR CALCULATIONS IS
CONTINGENT UPON THE 'SIMILARITY' OF THE RELEVANT
'SENSITIVITY PROFILES' TO THOSE USED IN THE
ADJUSTMENT.

DIFFICULTIES: INPRECISE AND DIFFICULT TO QUANTITIZE.

ALTERNATIVE: A SIMPLE MODEL USING THE VECTOR SPACE CONCEPT.

S - USER'S ; G - REFERENCE ; D-CROSS SECTION
A = GD ; B = SD VARIANCE

EXAMINATION OF R{B} WITH RESPECT TO R{A)

IDEALISTIC: UNLIMITED NUMBER OF EXPERIMENTS

R{B} e R{A} AS R{A) • LIM RN

PRACTICAL: PROJECTIONS OF R{B} ON R{A} PROVIDES GOOD

MEASURE.



DEFINITIONS: G - SENSITIVITY MATRIX; M — CROSS SECTION COVARIANCE;
R,R - MEASURED & CALCULATED VALUES; V-COVARIANCE FOR C&E

ADJUSTEMENT EQUATIONS REFERENCE INTEGRAL PARAMETERS BEFORE & AFTER

T'-T - H(R-R)
M1 - (I-HG)H

(CROSS SECTION)
(COVARIANCE)

WHERE H = HGT (GMGT + V)"1

OBSERVATIONS: INTERPRETATION NOT AS
SIMPLE

M'DIAG NOT SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVED,

• SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT IN REFERENCE
QUANTITIES ATTRIBUTED TO M'QFF-DIAG 1

(ROTATION)

• FLUCTUATIONS IN T'-T CAN BE LARGE
DEPENDENT ON EXPERIMENTS INCLUDED.

• T' AND M' ARE THE ONLY QUANTITIES
THAT ENTER THE USER'S CALCULATIONS,

POTENTIAL PROBLEMS: DETAILED COVARIANCE
DATA; SELF-SHIELD-
ING EFFECTS, MODEL
ERRORS.

R-R' - L (R-Rl
GM'G1 - L (GMGT)

WHERE L = V(GMGT + V)"1

COMMENTS: INTERPRETATION IS SIMPLE

• EQUIVALENT TO FHIDING L THAT TRANS-

FORMS THE UNADJUSTED QUANTITIES TO
THE ADJUSTED.

• RELATIVE VALUES OF V WITH RESPECT TO
GMGT DETERMINE THE OUTCOME.

• SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT IN K AND
REACTION RATIO RELATED QUANTITIES,



QUESTIONS FROM TH^ USER'S PERSPECTIVES:

WHAT MAKES THE DATA ADJUSTMENT APPROACH WORK AND WHAT ARE THE
POTENTIAL PROBLEMS?

HOW AND WHETHER THE ADJUSTED QUANTITIES WILL HELP IMPROVE
VARIOUS DESIGN PARAMETERS THAT ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE
ADJUSTMENT PROCESS.

IN THE EVENT THAT THE ADJUSTED DATA ARE NOT SATISFACTORY FOR
CERTAIN SPECIFIC DESIGN PARAMETERS, WHAT TYPES OF FUTURE
INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS SHOULD ONE PLAN TO REMEDY THE PROBLEM?



CONNECTION BETWEEN VECTOR SPACE AND ALGEBRA

DEFINE ORTHONORMAL BASIS {U} BY GRAM-SCHMIDT PROCESS.

SUBSPACE SPANNED BY {A} IS ALSO SPANNED BY {U}.

CHOOSE THE MOST DESIRABLE ROW VECTOR OF A CORRESPONDING
TO THE MOST DESIRABLE K-MEASUREMENT AS THE 1ST VECTOR IN

THE GRAM-SCHMIDT PROCESS.

J

{U} DEFINES THE COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR THE REFERENCE
SAMPLE SPACE. AJJ FOR A GIVEN I REPRESENTS THE SAMPLE
POINT FOR A GIVEN MEASUREMENT IN THE N-DIMENSIONAL SPACE.
PROJECTION MATRIX P = U U

ANY B OF INTEREST TO THE USER CAN BE DECOMPOSED INTO
B = B" + B1; B" « R{A}.

MULTIPURPOSE CODE ADJUST DEVELOPED FOR THESE PURPOSES.


